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ABOUT THIS ISSUE
Dear Lifespring Members,
What a winter this has been and, as I write this, still is! Brrrrrrrrr!
Although the skiers among us are probably happy, some others
have ﬂed to warmer climes, while still others plow, shovel, and snow
blow, while still others stay cozy and warm by the ﬁre.
We’ve had the fun of three Lifespring Winter Presentations to attend, and one more coming up on
Wednesday, March 7th with Eleanor Rubin Charwat presenting Prohibition in the Hudson

Valley. All members send kudos to the Winter Presentations team led by Susan Davis, working with
Jacki Moriarty and Natalee Rosenstein, with logistical assistance from Mary Zeeh.
In her Message from the President, Susan Puretz provides insight into the history of our Lifespring
organization, as it began ten years ago designated as a Senior Education Committee by the Town of
Saugerties. She also describes some of the important decisions made by the Lifespring Board that
will inﬂuence the organization moving forward.
As you know, the past fall semester saw an expansion of Lifespring with new members being
accepted. In this issue we follow up with From a New Member’s Perspective, an interview by Susan
Davis of new member, Carla Barrett, who shares some of her thoughts and feelings about
becoming a Lifespring member.
This late winter issue of News & Views continues our photography and poetry pages featuring the
creative endeavors of some of our talented Lifespring members. Photo Op explores the theme of
“Twisted” with submissions from Juliette Eisenson, Harvey Greenstein, Jim McGarry, Mary
Nevins, Laura Phillips, and yours truly. Poetry Place, curated by our Poetry Editor, Esther
Rosenfeld, features the work of Rebecca Daniels, Marlin Klinger, Toby Lieberman, and Mary
Nevins.
In other popular features, we meet Lifespring Presenter, Chuck Mishaan in the 5-Minute

Interview, and our book reviewer, Irene Rivera Hurst, explores Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a
Family and Culture in Crisis, by J.D. Vance.
There’s also an Easy Walks in Nature at the Ashokan Reservoir and the Library Corner with an
update about our ongoing association with the Saugerties Public Library.
Please enjoy this issue and don’t be shy about sending in your feedback, suggestions, and
submissions—if you have an idea for a column or an article just drop a line to me at
stgreenstein1@gmail.com.
With all best hopes for the months ahead, and until next time!

SUSAN GREENSTEIN
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MESSAGE f rom the PRESIDENT
As we go through and endure the cyclonic-like extreme weather that has impacted our region since
late December, I value the stability of Lifespring.
The Curriculum Committee continues meeting twice a month to work on the diverse and
interesting courses that we oﬀer. It is currently creating the array of fall 2018 courses and has
begun work on the menu for spring 2019.
When you read this column, you will have selected your courses and sent in your registration form,
thus beginning the work of the Registrar and his committee, which culminates with you receiving
your registration conﬁrmation sometime in mid March. In the meantime, our Program Support
Chair and A/V Coordinator are beginning to prepare for classes so that all is ready for our opening
day on April 11th. Also, the spring catalog and this newsletter are tangible proof of the on-going
diligence of the teams associated with our Lifespring publications, responsible for the catalog, the

News & Views newsletter, ﬂyers, and website oversight.
It seems appropriate at this time to formally recognize and thank John Moriarty for his work as
the Class Manager Coordinator, which he has fulﬁlled since fall 2016. Now, he is passing the baton
to Lee Gable, who as I write this is immersing herself (with the help of John) in all the tasks that
she needs to bring together in her new position. I hope that many of you will heed her call for
volunteers and consider becoming a class manager since it is an excellent way to volunteer and
contribute to the smooth functioning of all courses during the semester.
In the meantime, the Board and its many other subcommittees continue, at a minimum, their
monthly meetings focused on taking care of routine maintenance. In the case of the Ad Hoc
Moving Forward Committee, created in fall 2017 to study and explore a wide range of issues
preparing for the future growth of Lifespring, they have already generated recommendations. For
example, their suggestion to replace a speciﬁc numerical cap on membership with a more
functionally-appropriate directive (“as capacity and resources allow”) regarding admission of new
members, has been approved by the Board. You can read the new policy on the Lifespring website
under Membership FAQs at www.lifespringsaug.com.
Our Winter presentations have been very well received to date, and we appreciate the generosity
of our volunteer Winter Presentation speakers: Valerie Balint, Anthony Musso, Alba LaFiandra, and
coming up on March 7th, Ellie Charwat.
Probably most of you are not aware that 2018-2019 marks the tenth anniversary of our initial
creation by the Town of Saugerties as a Senior Education Committee. At the Town’s Pre-Board
meeting of December 17, 2008, town board member Leeanne Thornton was appointed to act as
our Liaison and she is still fulﬁlling that role. Then at the January 21, 2009 meeting of the Town
Board, 12 individuals were appointed to serve on the Senior Education Committee. Those
individuals, with some additions and deletions, eventually morphed into what we called the
“Jumpstarters.” As a result of the work done by that small but dedicated corps of volunteers, the
name Lifespring was chosen as our moniker and our formal working organization (committees,
structure, and function) was established. Lifespring oﬀered its ﬁrst year of courses in the fall of
2009. That slim catalog contained a choice of four classes, two during a single morning session and
two oﬀered in a single afternoon session.
Yes, we can proudly look back and say “we have come a long way!”

SUSAN PURETZ

MEET THE PRESENTERS
The five-minute interview
This issue features Chuck Mishaan, who will be teaching Opera as Politics, Part II, for the spring
semester. He has been an opera aﬁcionado since the days of the old Metropolitan Opera House,
and he has presented courses on music and opera at LLIs, the Bardavon Theater, and the
Rhinebeck Chamber Music Society.
________________________
Hometown
Brooklyn is my hometown, New York is my city, and Rhinebeck is my wonderful village; all less than
2 hours from the Metropolitan Opera House.
Alma Maters (schools you’ve attended and degrees you’ve attained)
I graduated cum laude from Columbia College, and received a Master of Arts degree in English
Literature from New York University; both less than 2 hours from the Metropolitan Opera House.
Careers you’ve had or “jobs” you’ve done and your satisfaction with any or all
I worked my way through college as a barker in Coney Island. You could meet me if you tried to
‘Fool the Guesser.’ I could also make a wicked cotton candy. While waiting for the personal
computer to be invented, I worked in the garment district (who didn’t?) and lived on a kibbutz.
Later became a computer programmer and specialized in automating medical practices, lectured
on healthcare and technology at NYU, and still actively consult in this ﬁeld.
Favorite kind of music to listen to (or to play if you play an instrument)
Opera and the symphony
Favorite book you’ve read in the past year OR favorite book ever
I re-read this year George Orwell’s 1984. As William Faulkner said “The past is never dead. It is not
even past.”
Favorite Broadway show or TV show in the past year (or ever)

Breaking Bad
Favorite movie in the past year (or ever) OR favorite painting or artist
The Provence paintings of Cezanne
A “guilty pleasure” that you have and are willing to share with the readers
Frozen Ring Dings
One important thing you’ve learned throughout your life that you’d like to share
Stay curious and love learning.
Time travel destination (if you could travel either back or forward in time, where would
you go and why)
Walk the streets of Vienna with L. v. Beethoven, who shattered tradition and understood the joy
and loneliness of the human soul.

PRESENTERS' NEWS
As you know, the people who serve as Presenters for Lifespring courses are all volunteers, as is the
entire organization. The Presenters are a diverse group of talented and engaged individuals, and
while some are retired from their original careers, many are also still actively involved in pursuing
all sorts of endeavors. From time to time, we’d like to mention a recent Presenter achievement if
we think it will be of interest to you, our Lifespring members.
This spring Anne Richey will be the Presenter for the course Springtime is John Burroughs
Time!, and we thought you’d be interested in knowing about her newly-published book, Church of

the Robin’s Ha-Ha!.
The book is a collection of Anne’s nature poetry, which honors John Burroughs and his inspiration
as it hones in on the everyday nature treasures of the Catskills. Anne will be making appearances
around the area in the coming months, and her book is available on Amazon as well as at area
bookstores.

POETRY PLACE
Welcome! The returning poets featured
below are Rebecca Daniels, Marlin
Klinger, and Toby Lieberman, each of
whom we’ve written about in previous issues.
Rebecca’s entry, Late Summer reminds us
both of what has been and what will be;
Marlin returns with his poem, Frosty, and
continuing the winter theme is Toby
Lieberman’s wistful Winter I Know You.
New to Poetry Place is Mary Nevins who
has been writing poetry since grade school
about themes in her classroom or musings
about her life. When she turned sixty, friends
bemoaned the ravages of time. Mary had a
diﬀerent point of view, as you will see in her
poem. She’s grateful to have made it to this
point, and looked at her life in a positive way,
thinking about what she’d learned up to this
juncture.
We hope you enjoy these poems and the
reading of them. Here’s a thought on poetry
from Carl Sandburg: “Poetry is an echo,
asking a shadow to dance.”

Late Summer
Rebecca Daniels
Cool nights creep in
earlier than expected,
linger under blankets of fog
long past sunrise.
Following their leader,
geese squawk goodbyes
and forge their v-shaped way
toward warmer weather.
Still blossoming,
tomato plants eagerly reach
scrawny stalks with browning leaves
towards the dwindling sun.
A hint of color brushes distant foliage
on an occasional tree.
After a long summer’s dark green shade,
the brightness startles.
Soon, the woods will blaze
with brilliant leaves.
In their wake, embers turn to ash
against a barren sky.
________________________

ESTHER ROSENFELD,
Poetry Place editor
________________________

Turning Sixty
Mary Nevins
I’ve learned that being a grown-up
Involves more complex problems
Than, why does he like her, and not me?
I’ve learned that turning sixty

Frosty
Marlin Klinger
I’m standing here

Is certainly a privilege,

As you walk by

Not everyone makes it this far.

I wave and smile

I’ve learned that when you’re broken,
The people that put you back together
Aren’t always the one’s you’d expect
to have glue.

To catch your eye.
It is my season
As you know
I totally
Am made of snow.

I learned that asking for help
Never makes YOU weak.
Your greatest strength comes from,
admitting you are human.

Sometimes the wind
Blows me askew
And that is when

I’ve learned that having children
Certainly does not deﬁne you

I depend on you.
To straighten me

…as a Woman.

So I stand tall

I’ve learned that some of life’s lessons
Are necessary to be learned or,
They will certainly be repeated.
I’ve learned that Sisters don’t need to be
People that you are related to.
Very often, you can rely on them the most.
I’ve learned that pushing for what you want,
Isn’t always the best thing to do.
You ﬁnd out soon enough,

And tie the ropes
So I don’t fall.
I stay right here
‘Til after dark
Then I roam ‘round
Free as a lark.
So never bring
A big ﬂashlight
I’ll not be back
‘Till after midnight.

it wasn’t what you needed.
I’ve learned the most loving feeling in life
Isn’t necessarily being comforted
By a two-legged being.

________________________

Winter, I Know You.
Toby Lieberman

I’ve learned that what you are
thinking or feeling,
Even though it makes you uncomfortable
to verbalize,
Serves you well to speak your truth.
I’ve learned that thinking you have control
Over what will come next, is a waste of time.
Live for today, and roll with it.
I’ve learned that crying is a physical reaction
To many, many, forms of hurt.
Never apologize for your tears—EVER!
I’ve learned that just because someone
May be unhappy,
Doesn’t mean you made them that way.
I’ve learned that although I may
Not always be able to depend on people,
I have ﬁnally learned to depend on myself.

I know you.
You come uninvited every year
You bring the snow
With ice below.
Ho! Ho!
A white Christmas is nice,
but does not suﬃce.
To escape I used to ﬂy
like birds to warmer trees
But those times for me are gone.
The plows will come
So I can get some groceries.
In this freezing cold, life goes on.
But I know you.

I’ve learned that being fulﬁlled
In mind, body and spirit takes work,
And that no one else is going to do it
FOR you.

You cannot stay,
and will make your way to Spring
When I can do my gardening.

I’ve learned that in the end, being able
To show up for yourself, may feel
like it’s taken forever,
But it is the greatest gift in the world.

I know you. You'll come back after Fall.
And it could be that I may not
even be here at all…

PHOTO OP
Twisted
Each edition of News & Views oﬀers Lifespring members an opportunity to participate in the
Themed Photography feature. This issue’s theme is Twisted.
Five photographers are represented with Twisted images: Juliette Eisenson, Harvey Greenstein,
Jim McGarry, Mary Nevins, Laura Phillips, and Susan Greenstein. You’ll see that each has
taken the theme and interpreted it in creative ways and interesting directions.
We encourage all of our members to submit photos for the next issue, which will go online in June.
The theme will be WATER. Think about all the many ways that water appears, how it moves and
changes, how it’s used, its importance to life, and so on. Allow your imagination to guide you, and
remember, almost anything goes.
Please make sure to get your pictures in by May 1st.
Whether you consider yourself “a photographer” or not, we’re all taking pictures on our cell phones
as well as our cameras, and it’s a lot of fun and a stimulating brain exercise to go out and look for
good images with a theme in mind.

Juliette Eisenson, What to Make of a Twisted Highway Robbery

Harvey Greenstein, Orange Twists

Susan Greenstein, Misty Twisty

Jim McGarry, Flailing Light

Mary Nevins, Elk Twist

Laura Phillips, Twisted Bench
________________________
The theme for the June 2018 issue is WATER.
Guidelines:
All photos MUST be in a HORIZONTAL format to be considered.
Please submit no more than 2 photos to be considered.
Each photo should be titled as follows: the title, your last name.jpg
(This means that you should RENAME your photo, changing it from the number designation.)
The photos may be black and white or color.
Please send all submissions to Susan Greenstein, Editor, at stgreenstein1@gmail.com.

Don’t be shy; this is a great opportunity to get your photos “published” to a receptive and friendly
audience.

BOOK REVIEW
Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family and Cul ture in Crisis, by J. D.
Vance
Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis, by J.D. Vance, has spent the past year and
a half on the best seller list. In the book, Vance tells us about his Appalachian roots in a family he
describes as hillbillies. They are descendants of the Scots-Irish people who settled in rural Kentucky
and found work in the coal mines. The author portrays his family as ﬁercely loyal to each other and
to their commonly-held values. He also tells of a culture that contains casual violence, alcohol
abuse, and a universal disdain for outsiders and their rules.
Years of neglect and abuse at the hands of his addicted mother motivate Vance to run away and
live with his grandparents. They, like thousands of other natives of the Appalachian Mountains,
have migrated to Ohio where factory jobs are plentiful and his grandfather has found work in the
steel industry, which gives his family a place in the working class.
J.D’s grandmother encourages him as he works hard to get an education. During the journey, Vance
encounters the academic and social barriers to upward mobility which those without cultural
capital face. The author has diﬃculty negotiating the challenges that exist outside of the tight circle
of his relatives and home.
Vance thrives both personally and professionally. His hometown, however, does not. Steel
production and its related jobs are gradually exported causing “…Middletown, Ohio [to begin]
hemorrhaging jobs and hope…the high school drop-out rate soared as did drug abuse and
domestic violence, mistrust of government, blame of others for family poverty, and a sense of
helplessness when it came to ﬁnding a way out.” His people, the author reports, are consumed
with anger at the disappearance of opportunity along with their way of life.
This book tells a life story that is not unfamiliar. The eﬀects of unemployment, poverty, and drugs
on individuals and communities are well known to us, as are biographies written by successful
individuals from deprived backgrounds.
However, the elements that drove Vance’s book to the bestseller list are uniquely related to this
particular time in American public discourse. Published in 2016, in the midst of a political campaign
characterized by anger and divisiveness, Hillbilly Elegy was seized by commentators as an insider’s
voice explaining why the citizens of the Rust Belt voted the way that they did. Talk show hosts
turned to Vance for a sympathetic examination of the anger and anti-institutionalism that still
animate roughly a quarter of the American electorate. His personal story has become a lens
through which we are invited to view the minds of an entire group of American voters.
Whether one agrees with Vance’s explanations for the decisions of his “people,” or not, this book
invites those of us who identify as progressive to experience a time, a place, and a worldview
profoundly diﬀerent from our own. Those are good reasons to give it a read.

IRENE RIVERA HURST

EASY WALKS IN NATURE
Ashokan Reservoir

This is one of my favorite walks in the Hudson Valley. The trail is ﬂat with eye-popping views of the
Catskill Mountains, wonderful cloud formations, and a ﬂyway for seasonal birds. In winter there’s a
good chance of spotting eagles perching in the trees.
As you may know, many towns were ﬂooded to create the Reservoir, and one gets a sense of that
history, especially when you understand that whole towns are buried under the reservoir
waters. You can read about it in the Parking area, where a permanent interpretive exhibit is on
display.
You will share the walking trail with cyclists, skaters, walkers with baby carriages and strollers, and
even the occasional wheelchair; the surface is paved and the walking trail is very wide.
Directions to East Parking Lot
The East Parking Lot is located 15 minutes from the intersection of Route 28 and Zena Road. It is
also accessible from the intersection of Winchell’s Corners and Route 28, as well as oﬀ of Route 28
near Boiceville. Each entry point provides a diﬀerent view of the Reservoir and its vastness. You get
GPS directions by inputting Ashokan Reservoir East Parking Lot, Kingston, New York.
Here is a map that gives you an idea of the entire area.
IF YOU GO: Wear, of course, clothing that screens you from the sun, as you will be walking in full
sun;
You can picnic in the parking area;
There is a porta-potty;
Bring bottled water, as there are no water fountains.

ESTHER ROSENFELD

FROM A NEW MEMBER'S PERSPECTIVE
An Interview with Carla Barrett
At the beginning of January, Susan Davis, Lifespring
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